INVESTIGATION RESULTS
Case Number RGSP090713
Saturday September 7 2012
9:00 pm Start Time

Client Information:
Ricketts Glen State Park
Contact: Judy Adamic
695 S.R. 487, Benton, PA 17814
(570) 477-5675
Investigation Team:
Lead Investigator

Richard Rozell
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Jeff H
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ENVIORMENTAL INFORMATION
GEOLOGICAL INFORMATION:
The Susquehanna Lowland Section consists of low to moderately high, linear ridges and linear valleys, and
the Susquehanna River valley. Relatively soft shales, limestone, and siltstones occur in most of the lowlands.
The shales and siltstones are eroded more easily than the sandstones. Thus, as erosion proceeded, the slowly
eroded harder rocks like sandstones form ridges while the softer rocks such as shales and siltstones are
eroded more rapidly to form the lowlands. The dominant rock types are sandstone, siltstone, limestone,
conglomerate, and anthracite coal and quartz crystals.

METEROLOGICAL DATA
Benton, Columbia County, Pennsylvania (longitude W76.4, latitude N41.2):
Saturday 9 September 2013
Eastern Daylight Time
SUN
Begin civil twilight 6:10 a.m.
Sunrise
6:38 a.m.
Sunset
7:28 p.m.
End civil twilight 7:56 p.m.

Moonset
Moonrise
Moonset
Moonrise
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MOON
7:51 p.m. on preceding day
8:52 a.m.
8:23 p.m.
9:57 a.m. on following day

Phase of the Moon on 7 September: waxing crescent with 5% of the Moon's visible disk illuminated. New Moon on
5 September 2013 at 7:37 a.m. Eastern Daylight Time.
EQUIPMENT:
Digital Cameras (3)
Digital Cameras with Night Shot (2)
Full Spectrum Camera (1)
Digital Video Cameras with Night Vision (1)
Infrared DVR Camera System (1) with 4 cameras
Digital Audio Recorders (4)
“Real Time” Digital Audio Recorder (1)
Digital Infrared Thermometers (3)
HTO Detection System (2)
K II Meters (2)
EMF Meters (3)
Ghost Box/Spirit Box (1) (Experimental)
Ovulis X (1) (Experimental)
INVESTIGATION NARRITIVE:
Our team arrived at the location and after a presentation and the audience departure the team began to
setup the equipment. Lead Investigator, Rozell secured the building and identified the lobby area as the
Command Center. Pictures were taken of the outside of the building for a baseline. The client briefed the
team and updated them on occurrences that have occurred. The Team held an organizational meeting to
identify any operational changes and assign Teams and rotations for the evening. The equipment was
tested and teams established baseline readings of EMF and Temperatures.
The Teams were dispatched into their assigned areas where base line readings were taken and the
teams began their investigation. Both the first and second rotations lasted approximately 1:00 hour per
the rotation. A ten minute vigil was conducted at the beginning of each rotation. The Client accompanied
the team throughout the investigation and participated in the “Group EVP” session that was conducted at
the conclusion of the second rotation.
Base Readings:
Location
Basement
1st Floor training room
1st Floor office area

Temp
73 degrees
72 degrees
72 degrees

EMF
.1
.1
.2

Our team then compiled the information and evidence to review later. We spent the next few weeks
reviewing, analyzing and reanalyzing all of the captured data.

EVIDENCE CAPTURED:
Electromagnetic Filed (EMF)/KII Readings


No evidence

Electronic Voice Phenomenon (EVP) (15 hours of audio)






Clip 1—Question was asked to “Dieter” who gave you that name the answer appears to be
“Bonnie”
Clip 2—from the static recorder in “Judy’s” office unidentified clips.
Clip 3—from the static recorder in “Judy’s” office unidentified clips.
Clip 4-—from the static recorder in “Judy’s” office unidentified clips.
Clip 5—From the static recorder in “Judy’s” office unidentified clips and a knock
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Ghost Box sound clips (Experimental)







Clip 1—Question was asked “can you tell me how many are in this room”. Several answers such
as 10, 6 and 1 appear evident.
Clip 2—Question was asked “Do you prefer we left you alone” the answer appears to be “yes”
Clip 3—Question was asked “Do you have a question for us. “the answer appears to be “nope”
Clip 4—Investigator asked If you can hear me…say the name “Rickett”. The answer appears to
be “no”
Clip 5—Investigator invited the entity to “come over with us” meaning change locations they
appear to have received the answer “no” twice by the same voice.
Clip 6-- Question was gain asked “how many are in this room with us”. And again several
numbers are given.

Ovulis sound clips (Experimental)


Clip 1—“end here” after this was mentioned in the office area no further activity appeared in this
room. It was the only word of significance that the device spoken all evening

Video Evidence


Basement IR Mini-cam (approx 3 hours of video)




No evidence

Night Owl DVR System (4 cameras) (approx 6 hours of video)
Camera Locations:
 Training room toward bear
 Training room toward lobby door
 Training room cross room toward office doors
 Front office


No evidence found from any of these cameras

Digital Cameras (To include standard, Infrared, Full Spectrum) (approx 1000 photos taken)





Picture 1—Orb in training room
Picture 2—Orb in training room
Picture 3—Unidentified shadow—still investigating
Picture 4— Unidentified shadow—still investigating
Temperature:


No significant temperature fluctuations were reported by the investigative team

Personal Experience:


During the original interview both one of the investigators and the client heard noises and
whisperings, they both also felt that they were “touched”. Additionally a “knock” or “bang” was
heard when investigated no explanation was able to be identified to explain this noise.



During the investigation these “experiences” of hearing conversations continued throughout
the investigation in the training room.
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FINDINGS/CLOSURE OF CASE:
Our team reviewed the evidence we captured on still digital cameras (standard, Infrared and full
spectrum), audio EVP recordings, Video cameras with Night Shot capability, DVR System and personal
experiences.
Several items come into play in this investigation. The large number of personnel experiences, the photo
of the “shadow” taken by a photographer with a witness present and the history of the area.
Throughout the initial interview and the investigation it there were experiences reported of hearing
‘conversations” that were low and garbled so that actual words could not be understood. Attempts to
debunk these personal experiences were unsuccessful.
There were several unidentified clicks and knocks from the static recorder in the training office. Attempts
to locate the source of these sounds were unsuccessful and there was no one present in the office during
the investigation. One EVP was captured and appears o answer a question of who named the entity in
the office “Deiter”. The answer appears to be “Bonnie”
Two experimental devices that were utilized; Ghost Box and Ovules did appear to yield some activity.
While the Ovules only presented with one phrase of any significance during the evening (end here) The
Ghost Box appears to have provided numerous clips that appear intelligent and appropriate to the
questions.
The REAL question you as the client have…is the visitors center/office at Ricketts Glen State Park
haunted? .Our Team does not deem a location “haunted” on a whim but only with substantial evidence.
The investigation on September 7, 2013 while yielding evidence of Paranormal activity bordering on
demonstrations of intelligence. There was not enough significant collaborating evidence to constitute the
label of a “haunting”.
Please do not misunderstand we are in no way questioning the reliability of the personal experiences of
the client. We are only saying that there were not enough significant events and none of the events were
collaborating (that is 2 or more pieces f evidence at the same time i.e. personal experience, EVP and
temperature change all at the same time). It is report ant to remember that entities, spirits, ghosts etc. do
not respond to a Curtin call to appear on stage at any given time rather they appear when needed or
when the need suits them.
This being said the Coal Region Paranormal Team while we cannot confirm a “haunting” we can say
based on the personal experiences of the client and those experiences during the investigation and the
limited tangible evidence we collected that your residence does have some Paranormal Activity. It is
obvious that there is nothing present of an aggressive or negative nature. It is important to note that the
evidence captured was significant enough to mark this case as borderline and with one or two additional
pieces of information have been confirmed as a “Haunting” (possibly intelligent)
The Coal Region Paranormal Team is always open to reinvestigating your facility in the future should you
desire or the need arise.
If you have any questions, further requests or need for our services please call us at any time.
Respectfully Submitted,
FOR THE COAL REGION PARANORMAL TEAM

Richard S. Rozell, Lead Investigator
Coal Region Paranormal Team
Certified Ghost Researcher (IGHS)
Certified Paranormal Investigator (IGHS)
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